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During the spring .of1948; ~ingle sideband oommunioa-
tion prooedures began to be widely disoussed in amateur,
radio oiroles. This,was due to a radioal simplifioation
of existing single sideband teo~iques by
General Eleotrio C~IIlpany engineers, whioh work was ,exten-
,
sively publicized. The foundation of these techniques was
applioation of oascades of the well known, Muller R-C
shift networks and other more oomplex lattioes,de-
from this prototype. The theoretical disoussion of
,'. /1
networks 'appeared in Deoember1946 as the work'ot
• Dome of General/Eleotrio Company.
\" -",
I
In the Spring of 1948, this work was first brought'to
.\ .. .- ~-'
i ..
the attention of. the author, then a student at the United
states Naval Post,graduate School, Annapolis, Marylari.d~"It
':"',irt
immediately obvious that existing design prooedures
not result in optimum performanoe.
The designprooedure disoussed here was first derived
the author in July of 1948 as a result of independent
researoh stimulat~d by Dome's work", disoussed in,some de-
.".' ......
,}'
tail below. In February 1949, he ,became aware for, the
first time of the work of D. G.C.' Luck: "Proper~ies of
,",l
Some Wide-Band Phase-SI,>lltti!lgNetworks", Proceedings of
the Institute of,'Radib ,Engineers ,volume 37, number 2,
'''''-
,.-."
February 1949, page,s 147-151. In this latter work is
derived the results embodied in Figure 21 of the'?;follOw-
ing paper. The "method ofderivation here differs,
{iir
is graiefully<aoknowledged.
Professor • Chaney, whoseoritioism and'editorial
"/l
networks.
The work:1.ncluded here was done under the ,superV:i~
oonsiderably from that of Luok and, beoause,
detailed atterition .tci underlying hY'l'gthe'ses"se~~s
what more general. Also, the method used here <
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WIDEBAND PHASE SHIFT NETVfORKS FOR SINGLE SIDEBAND
TRANSMITTERS
Summary: There is an inherent simplicity and flexibility
in single sideband systems,~mployingphase shift not
present in systems employing sele,ctive filters. Earlier
designs of wideband,Pllase shift networks for single side-
band application we"r~,basedon.premiseswhich inevitably
., ,-
"
led to less than optimum" performance. Herein: a design
,,'.,';.
procedure isevolvedwhioh, 'without additional, complexity
~"",; '\(-';~~.'"j';~':"~ /-,,' '«
of circuit, yields,oPtimumperfbrmancein th~ sense of
< "'"" .-. ",..' •• .. f ,'.
maximum bandwidth, factor for a given tolerable phase shift
(i)';
error or minimum phase shift" error for a given bandwidth
factor.
I. ,GENERAL THEORY AND REQ.UIREMENTS OF
1. Introduction ",'<"\
.};;,::"';v'·
The usual"ampli,tude modulation (AM) transmitter out-
put consists
,,:',,' "i,
power distributed in a carrier frequency
, .. -'i~_' '<
and upper and lower sideband frequencies. At least one
half the totaLpowe~,()Utputis in the carrier. The in-
telligence is contained in the sidebands and there is com-
plete duplication in the upp~r sidebands of the information
contained in the lower side~ands. Hence, it seems feasible
to save energy by suppressing both the carrier and one set
of sidebands at the source
At the same time, this single sideband suppressed carrier
(SSSC) transmission results in doubling the available opera-





that SSSC operation results0·~n·remarkably good communica-
,'\'"
bility where, under usual Qperation, there would be annoy-
ing cross-carrier heterodyning (Dawley 9, Cheek 8). Further,
there is a potential
possible at the receiver for a ~ingle sideband system over an
'.\'I ;', i: ,"'v:;
ordinary AM system (Ch.eek6): There are still other advan-
',-'_f"" ._, '''\'', .' .' \
tages of SBSC peculiar to power':iin~ ~~rrie'~'./transmission
.- ..... "", ,0';';' \,i
(Cheek 5), which willnot.bem~ntiori~d
';,"j'" ';, 'r.' -'i,i':t~',),
There are severaity.pesof'si~glesideband (SS) opera-
tion. First, SS may be. considered. from the,~tandpoint of
the spectrum characteristics6t·the output. In one type
'~';~, .' I,' '(.1- ,
of SS transmission, one setof;'~ideb~ds is... suppressed,;
n-/'J",
.. l~lle~t of the upper sidebandsupper sidebands; however,
, .. ,F:''...,''
.. ..1',;
are slightly attenuated'and, someot, the lower sidebands
/:\J<;; ';',';:::g;:t:; :',.' ,'__ ---::\" 'J,·~.:,~<t::.-'.';:';r'i .~
appear in the output at an even more attenuated level (Fig-
t'.' :.j:.'! :;i",. )";:•.. ' ,:c,
;\\?\ '"" ;' d'·';:;:./: ":,~/;. ,
',·f,· ..',
the carrier and the other set of. sidebands is transmitted.
In contrast with the usual AM transmitter, the carrier power
-,., 1'1 " ..···',':;1
level is usually much lower than tha.f,'~f': the sideband power.
• ~: " 'c- 'co ";l:"\~ .' .
L<...~:,;,._ '. :',:':'~\:,_. '
That is, usually there is partial carrier suppression.
A second type of Ssoperationis referred to as vestigial
:; ): '-<'" " ~> "
sideband. That is, the. output is.almost entirely in the
'}., . .' ".':' :"""}\~>:r.
ure l)*.
about the carrier frequency ,i,'w~th.the role of upper and
';\,:,<,::;",~;,\,~:"~;:\i' '\ (,> ".'
lower sidebands interchanged •. '
*All illustrations ction following the text.
still another type of 5S operation is referred to as
suppressed carrier (SSSC). Both the carrier and one set of
sidebands are suppressed and only the other set of sidebands
is transmitted.
2. General Methods of Achieving Single Sideband in Transmission
One obvious way of suppressing one set of sidebands (and
carrier) is the "brut~~force~,.~echnique, i.e. the employment
'.' ';::;:l"< .' 'f.'. I
of filters or other highly selective networks. This method
'< ' ' l'";>,c:::'""\;":', \i:
was, in fact, used in'the, earliest sa transmitters described
by J'. R. Carson in 1915; fCarson4) 'and s'till in'e'ssence used
" !~._~-}:~; -,~ .-F'; ;';-"U
in existing Western ElectrioCompany systems (Blackwell 2,
Almquist 1). The Ohi~;;Jdii:f'fiCui~;iS in th~",design of filters
'1( . ' ", ," " , .~
with the sharp cut-o:t'r,:i6lJ.aracteristics requi:r~d. Two such
'-"";-"-\i'
systems are sketched in Figures 2"and 4, with,the accompany-
'j':,,_ .0 . - "'__ ' . ,'_.,-
~: '0':'" :"" ,I,,'
cated earlier that the,major probl~l1l0:t';th1~:;IIlethodwas the
.:!}J..'::' ,.. ' <',' :;::y ":'.
ing receivers in Figures) and 5. respectively.
Figure 2 is a functional diagram of a transmitter illus-
It was indi-trating the filter method ,of achieving SSSC.
',~ t',',':,,;,/- :;-~,'';
sharp out-off characteristics ,required of the filter. This
i ,~
is, of course, true only.. ,if "a single modulator and filter
'-'/.- .'t
\;';-".
are used. The transmitter in Figure 2 overcomes the diffi-
oulty by using several subcarriers, modulators, and assooi-
ated bandpass filters'.T.b.:1s ht:lsthe effect of opening a
gap in the frequenoy spectrum between the pass band and the
~'js_'~_<,~:,- '.
'"'..." :,.,
band one most desires to suppress. Henoe, the high fre-
quenoy filters need ~~~: have "!ery sharp cut-off oharaoter-
istics. Slight imperfeotions in the low frequenoy filter
lresult in vestigial sideband operation. An obvious weak-
ness in the transmitter is the need for stabilization of
three oscillators instead of one.
The receiver in Figure 3 is an ordinary AM receiver
with the beat frequency oscillator serving to re-inject a
sub-carrier. With voice modulated input, the receiver
must be tuned very carefully since the intelligence is in
a band half as wide as usual. Oscillator drift is of more
serious consequence. In actual practice, it is found de-
sirable to use the BFO as afineiiiining control. It is to
be noted that there is a vestige ()f"lower sideband present
in the transmitter output and this may cause cross-channel
interference.
The transmitter and receive~iih Figures 2 and 3 were
.,' f,
adapted from the Western Eleotriomultiplex system, which
functional diagrams of the systezh" for single channel opera-
tion.
Several characteristics of this system are noteworthy:
;,''-
1. Limiting the lowest modulating frequency to 300
cps separates upper and lower sidebands by a 600 cps
guard channel and simplifies filtering out one set
of sidebands.
2. Balanced modulators are used for carrier sup-
pression.
3. Crystal filters with very sharp cut-off character-
istics are used to suppress one set of sidebands.
4. Subcarriers, mUltiple modulators and filters are
-4-
used to ease the requirements on anyone filter.
5. The oarrier is not suppressed. On the oontrary,
it is speoifioally re-inserted after suppression
but at muoh reduoed power level relative to the
,
sidebands. This simplifies looking the reoeiver
on the proper frequenoy.
6. The reoeiver amplifies the oarrier frequenoy and
uses it as a heterodyning frequenoy with the input
signal to obtain the audio sidebands.
,"j
This system is not>oonsidered suitable for general use
beoause of the laok of flexibility in frequenoy. Any fre-
quenoy ohange requires retuning a large number of oirouits.
Further, it is quite difficult to design and build the ad-
\:,1"'justable filters involved with the desired seleotivity.
Another means of obtaining 55 is oalled the phase shift
method. In ordinary AM, let
( 1)
(;.)0· angular oarrier<:frequenoy,
~m -angular modulating frequenoy,
mil: modulation:'index
E II: unmodulatedi' oarr:i.~r amplitude.
Then, the output signal for a single modulating tone is
(2) e -E(l+m sin c,umt) sin (Not
·E [Sin wot+!m oos( w 0- ~m)t-im oos( u> o. wm)t1 ·
To aohieve 55, one oonstruots two voltages,
-5-
(4) e2·E~+m Sidwmt+9?~)1sin(ulo't+90o) ..
r: 0 mOO m ( 0 9 o)J
-:s ~in(wot+90, )Tos(wot+90. -L41m't-90. )~os kJot +90. +11t + 0
-]5 [oos~t+Of3(wo- wm)tt~os(~o+lUm>tJ.
Then, from f2) and (4)
This oontains carrier and whichever set of sidebands one de-
sires. To obtain SSSC, one suppresses the oarrier in (2)





el. • ~ E ~oS(tJo-'1n)t - .00s(wo+wm,)t1
82 =~ E ~os(l.:lc- '-'.Jt + cos(we +1J,..)t}
82!e1 IF mE oos(wo+lJm)t •
,
,
Such a single sideband system was devised in 1925 (Hart-
ley 12). The important elem~ht of the phase shift method of
S8 is the device which shifts'the phase of every modulating
frequency voltage 900• Hartley employs multisection filters
of oomplex design. Byrne improved somewhat on Hartley's
system but left much to be desired (Byrne 3). Modern
lattice network design reduced the complexity of the system
(Cheek B, Dome 10, Honnell 13). There are two such networks
currently in wide use. One has small amplitude errors and
large phase angle errors (Dome 10), the other has large
amplitude errors and small phase angle errors (Cheek B,
Honnell13).
-6-
The phase shift method leads to a relatively cheap SS
transmitter and presently is enjoying a great vogue (Cheek 7
and 8, Dawley 9, Lenehan 14, Nichols 16, Norgaard 17, 18 and
19). Such a system is sketched in Figure 6. The chief
difficulty is in the requirement that the phase shift net-
work used in constructing e2 in (4) from el in (2) must
shift the modulating signal phase 900 for every w in the
m
modulation spectrum. In actual practice, this requirement
has as yet been impossible to satisfy. However, several
phase shifting networks havei;been designed which yield a
"constant" 900 shift to a remarkably good approximation
over a frequency band wide enough for intelligibility.
Practice has indicated that if the modulating frequencies
phase shifter yields an approximate 900 phase shift to with-
in 50 the resulting distortion is not too serious.
Some advantage may be 'gained by the use of two phase
o
shift networks, one imposing "phase shift +_ = 180 ~ 0( ,
othe other a phase shift ¢~::.180 +~ , neither 0( nor f>
being constant with frequency but such that 'p-t/J. = 0( +j5
0',1"\.,is approximately 90 over:themodulating frequency range.
The most important requirement is that the 0( and (i1 net-
works share the work and have virtually compensating errors.
This system of operati6ri is illustrated in Figure 7.
Of course, (6), (7) and (8) must be modified as follows:
-7-
e. = l'\'\ ~l'" lw",,"t-oc) e =.~ ~ (w.... t+~) J ol+t =: 9 0 :
J ~ ,
e. - ""E ~ lw",t-~)~w(.t -= -tttnf:[~ (\Jet-..., t"'~-CK(wct+k\.t--t51", '
€2. :: ME ~(..,,,,t-t p)~ lwc-t+ 90°)= ~ h\t: [~(Iol;t-.., t-jJ+?I)- '"""'t..~t +/Hoo}] "
(9) = -!i ",E [~l""c-t- &.)_"t-o<) - c:.n. ("'e"t ~w .....-#;+ '8'o"-~)]
:. {""E [~(wct - w .....t -0() + u·.:d&4olc"t + U}~i; - c( )1.,
e2.±e, = ~E ~ l~t."i + w_~ ± c().
It is readily seen that considerable care must be de-
voted to the design of the balanced phase shift networks.
It is easy to analyze the distortion effects intro-
duced by imperfect functioning of the modulating frequency
phase shifter. For a single modulating tone, let us suppose
that we have el as in (2) and that we have in place of (4)
e~ =. E [, + "" ~ ("'10\ t t fO·"1- 9)1~ (we't + fo")
.L 8) • kl\C11I- (wc-t+ w....-t+ 8~
= E [~wet ... ~t"\ ~ lwet - &.I)"" ~ - + ~ J
where e is small; whence, in suppressed carrier operation,
e; - e, =! "" t [e"c.(wc,.t.,.w"",t)+~ (wet + "' ....T-t e)+Ctr«.(wct-w....t-B)-~{Wc. t-cu....tj)
= W\E ~ (""t-t-w...i-iO)~}:9 + CA}""ci+w....t ...-i.9}~~bJ.J
and similarly
-I - _ £ [ l 't-w t-t8)c:ra..!.9+t.cC.(Wctt..,...t+~9)~-le].ell. + €, - l"\ e,ez.. Co)C,.. '2.
It is now readily seen that the ratio of unwanted (Vu ) to
wanted (Vw) sideband voltage amplitude is simply
(10) 'i / .1 = I +- ~ e1.M. 'w ~ ....
If the carrier 900 phase shifter has an angular error e'
-8-
and the modulating frequency 900 phase shifter is perfect,
it is established in a similar way that
(11) V", IV..,. = I h-. { e' I .
If both errors are present simultaneously,
~-tle-e'}l
(12) Vir\. J'I..,. = 1~l (9+e') .
In Figure 8 is represented the maximum tolerable phase shifter
error associated with a given rejection level of unwanted
sideband.
It is also interesting to determine the vestigial side-
band effect caused by unbalance in the gain of the two modu-
lating frequency channels. For a single modulating tone,
let el be as in (2) and in place of (4),
One can readily verify that




Unbalances in amplitude of the two carrier frequency
channels have no effect provided the unbalance does not
cause over-modulation of the lower amplitude carrier. In
Figure 8 is indicated the maximum tolerable amplitude un-
balance (in %) in the two modulating frequency channels
-9-
assooiated with a given rejection level for unwanted side-
band.
There is another type of amplitude distortion caused
by variation of gain of the modulating frequency channels
with frequency and this must be considered in evaluating
various proposed 900 phase shifters for !.the modulating
frequencies.
II. THE DOME WIDEBAND. PHASE SHIFTNETW'ORKS
1. Basic R-C Lattioe
The most fundamental,.of'three networks proposed
I ,;j~ ., ,','~, , '\
.',.(Dome 10) for producing the desired phase shift is shown
in Figure 9 and the equivalent cirouit of a single stage
is shown in Figure 10. ':i:,We Jeek\an expression for gain
, f




The mesh equations are
(15) f -rVQK- ,... [eg.(I1+12)}i:~1 (2l!x:)+I2 (2l!x:-r p l






It is readily seen that
(18)
Hence, the expression tor complex gain,
Now, using (17), we reW/rite (15) iand divide by r p and Z
to obtain
(21) f'Aeg",-rpep (r;2 -1 +~) •
.. P --K
Applying (21) to (19), one obtain~'ii
(20) ) ~ eg+ep)/.rpI2w2eplrp
1. O-I1-2ep/Z.
Adding the two equations in (20) and employing (17), we
obtain
(22)
Reterence to Figures 6 and 7 and the acoompanying analysis
evinoes the necessary condition that \K\ be independent ot
frequency. Therefore, we impose the condition
(2) \Z 1/2 > >min (11c t l/~)
-11-
(which is not explicit in Dome's article, loc. cit., but
. ,
should be), so that (22) reduces to
(24) K-r-<r-+2+rpl~)-lz-1ztlId ~(rA+2+rplRx:)-~ ¢s'2 arctan l/wRC.
.. ,,-, r·
In the cascaded stages of Figure 9, we use identical
tubes for simplicity. Then, for this cascade,
I:
(25)
IZn\/2;;:'Rn-j~'/2> '> min(l~Kn' l/~) (n=1,2) ,
IK\ • \K1\ -IK2\ ;;:r2 (f+2+rp!Rn) -1 V"-+2+rp~) -1,





Dome assumes further that Rl - R2 , so that °1 - aC2 , but this





-2 arotan 2 20
t..S -wo
2. The L-O Lattice
Another phase shifting network (Dome 10) is illustrated
-12-
in Figure 11. Again, it is not explicit in Dome's article
that the shunting impedances across the tube are so large
relative t~1 r p and ~ that we have virtually
\
(29) ek~J~a~+rpeg.~ep •
We thus have the equivalent network shown in Figure
12, with
Now, the circuit in Figure 12 is equivalent to that in
Figure 13. It is not difficult to deduce that (28) holds
again, where the network parameters are so proportioned
that
(29) 1./~Cl·l/~C2·w~ , Ll /La·"'OR1C2-·
which implies that Ri-vLli2/C~C2·L 2/Cl - L l /C2• (This
corrects an error due to Dome (Dome 10»).
3. The R-C Lattice.
still another phase shifting network (Dome 10) is
given in Figure 14. Again, it is not explicit in Dome's
article (Dome 10) that the shunting impedances across the
tube are so large relative to r~ and ~ that (29) and
(30) hold. The circuit in Figure 14 is equivalent to
that in Figure 15 and therefore to that in Figure 16.
Now, let
-13-
(hence, R2-Rl /a, R3-(1-4a)Rl /4a
2),






Then, once more, (28) is readily dirivable.
4. The Dome Design Procedure.
Before discussing the method used by Dome in obtain-
ing the values of s and W
o
appearing in (28), we make some
general remarks 0 The remarks made here and in the next
seotion apply equally well if one requires the design for
a oonstant phase shift network of Dome type providing any
prescribed phase shift. A 900 phase shift is used here
as being of primary interest.
For the ~ and ~ networks of Figure 7, we shall take
two networks of Dome type. We shall introduoe the addition-
al subsoript ~ and f respeotively to the notation used
above. Sinoe the networks must be balanced as to gain,
we must have tor the gain amplitudes \Ko(\- \Kr \.
For the two networks, we have respectively
, (3l)
The net phase shift between the two channels is thus
-14-
(33)
We desire that this be 900 for all the modulating fre-
quencies. Certainly, (34) is not independent of frequen-
cy and can be made 900 for at most a few isolated values
of frequency.
Given the modulating frequency range, w ~ w ~lower -
wupper' the best possible design calls for the following
prooedure. Consider the function:
A-¢ -¢. _90
0
-2 (arctan sp\,Jwof 8e( WWo..c _450 )~ . t'. 2 2 - arctan 2 2
W - (,.)tJf> to - c.>ilo<.
over the interval kJ ~ w.t:. WI"- (wl == uJ ,~- w )i = := lower u - upper·
Now A vs W may be graphed as a four parameter (so~ ,
So~ , woo<) Wo~) family of curves. For each such curve,
there is a·ma~imum deviation of A from zero over the in-
terval ( W; WOk ). We seek the particular curve which has
)
the minimum such maximum devIation. This curve is asso-
ciated with a partioular set of parameters. This set gives
the best possible design constantso
It may be remarked that if a choice of parameters is
to minimize maximum IA\, then there should be some value
~ =.Jl. , such that w~ <....fL ~ W" , for which A. O. In fact,
since A is a "well behaved" function of W t one might well
-~ suspeot that maximum \A \ will be minimum if A- 0 as often
as possible in the interval (~1' ~u) •
This is~ the line of attaok used by Dome (100. oit.).
-15-
(36)
Instead. he observes empirically that if
(34) 3 .La <. 5,
then. in (28). Wis a fairly linear function of log ~
over a usably wide frequency band. Further, in the ~
and ~ networks, one has approximately
¢o< -b + log w
(35 ) ~ (> • b + log c w
¢~-¢ ",. log c
where band c are constants. Again, empirical consider-
ations lead to the 'choice
SOol- sO~"4
as giving a "most linear" type of ¢ vs log L.J curve.
The plot of )£'j~.¢.,,( vslog \,.) varies, one trusts, about
900 • Dome seeks to make ¢ ~-Y'0(. 900 in the middle of the
fr~quency interval; l.e., he· takes .JL such that log -fl. =~
i(log ~u" log v.)l); i.e.,.J1.. is the geometric mean frequen-
cy over the band:
(37) •
For the audio band, this is otten taken to be 700 cps.
Dome further specifies that at this mean frequency,
the networks share the burden of phase shift, ioe. ~=«
for w-;;.-'2-. Since @+oC.·900 tor ~ • .JL, one has (3 • .c. l1li
450 for v>1lJ../\-. Hence ~ ~. 2250 and ¢ t( • 135 0 tor ~ • .o..
-16-
Thus. i¢f • 112.50 and i¢ 0(- 67.50 for u. -IL and, using
(36) in (31), one obtains
(38)
whence
• l+~· - •,
and
\'..1L-2.4("'~1IJL'-'•.,.. l.l.~ • O.
L...n..2+4("'~-1)JLWil(3- wdl • 0,
Such a choice of parameters as given in (36) and (39)
yields, according to Dome J 01.. and f phase shift networks
for which maximum lA' is 40 over a band for which upper to
lower frequency ratio is almost 28 to 1, for example 130
to 3600 cps. Less deviation or greater bandwidth can be
obtained by using several such networks in cascade.
Actual computation yields a 4.90 maximum IA\ over the
band, rather than 40 (see Figure 22).
III. FIRST REFINEMENT OF DOME DESIGN
At first, we shall concern ourselves with a very
small extension of the D9me procedure. We shall assume,
-17-




In (41), let v) == g J4 tJo~ = h....l2., then00<. ,-
tI(1~g2) + h/(1-h2) .0. (g+h) (1-gh)/(1_g2) (1_h2) •
Hence, gh. 1 and
Thus, in :(.33), with x • w/...tl- and h > 1,





(43) o~A· arotan B - 45 , B > O.
(44)
Applying (42) to (43), we obtain
s21i!%.-ir 1}~';X?+1) • tx(y2+1) , t=s2 (~-l)
B = (X2_1)'2+2%?s(~";'1) x4...x2(2t-2)+1
-1g-
The problem then is one of choosing t in (44) in such
a way that for a given maximum IA\ the bandwidth is maximum
. ,
or for a given bandwidth the maximum lA, is minimum. Each
of these is solved in a similar manner. Note that
•
and B has an extremum. at y2· 1. This is the only extremum
and a maximum if t ~ 4. If t >4, then 1'2- 1 is a minimum.
and there are two maxima at
In Figure 17 are sketched typical members of the one
parameter (t) family of B vs x curves. It is geometrically
evident that the useful ourves are those for which t ~ 4.
There is some simplifioation in noting that B(x)-B(l/X),
so that we need only consider x >1.
It must be remarked that in replaoing oonsideration
of deviations of A from zero by consideration of deviations
of B from unity, we cannot consider values of B <:: 1 in the
same light as values of B> 1. Note that if Bl-l-tm and
B2 -l-n (m,n > 0), then








At the same time,
B\t_4
X-1'1 ,3
and it becomes geometrically evident
t > 4, i. e • s2 > 4( -.2 + 1) •
that one should take





should take t>4 so that B(p) .1/Bmax-l/B(Y3)' i.e.
(47)
f 2,12.t-4/t • tp(p2+1) / Up2+1) 2+p2(2t-4>1 0"-
1. qJu + u/q • (u+u"1 )2/2 , u.~/2 >1, q.(p+p-1)/2> 1.
This is geometrically obvious from Figure 17.
Similarly, given a maximum permissible lA\ , we
immediately have a maximum permissible Bmax• We then seek
the largest bandwidth ratio p2 such that neither B nor
lIB exceeds the maximum permissible Bmax over the interval
IIp ~ x ~ p. It is geometrically obvious from Figure 17
that this is achieved by taking B(p) -lIB again. ThUS,
max
(47) serves as a defining equation for p in terms of t,
and hence of Bmax•
The problem of maximum bandwidth for a given maximum
permissible deviation and the problem of minimum maximum
deviation for a given bandwidth are essentially the same.
In fact, one may begin by assigning values to s, then
computing t by (44), Bmu by (46), maximum lA' by (43 ) ,
bandwidth factor p from~(47).
-20-
'.
This is the procedure followed in obtaining Figure 18,
which indicates the maximum bandwidth obtainable for a
given permissible deviation and the minimum maximum devi-
ation obtainable for a given bandwidth. AlSO, it indicates
the choioe of design parameter s pertaining to each condi-
tion.
IV • SECOND REFINEMENT OF DOME DESIGN
As was seen in (33) we are concerned with the func-
tion
where
(48) w wop 5, (..,"""-uc);;) _wf.<)~CI< S.c. (c.)": w;,) Jl .... ,;;:;;;;B(~/..fJ-)· (). ..... )[ '\.. 2-) 1- S. 5 7 - ... ~
Co) - '4Jp w _w_~ + W wotJ(.WJc)f3 <Of 'I
We seek to minimize maximum lA \ over the interval (W/LJ w_) ,
whioh is equivalent to minimizing maximum 0-1 where
(49) O· B if B~l, 0 al/B if B ~l.
Having four parameters at our disposal in (48), we
can expeot that we can make B == 1 for four distinct values
of W in the interval (wl ' wu) and that a best choice of
parameters will accomplish this in the process of minimiz-
ing maximum 0-1.
Unfortunately, as ~as pointed out in the previous
section, the two fundamental assumptions of the Dome
method are given by (40). There is no compelling reason
~::.-
for making these assumptions. In fact, the design can be
-21-
improved by not making them. For, these very assumptions
imply that, of the four values of W for which B-1 (48),
two at least are coincident, since B -1 and dB/d'" • 0
for ~ -~. Thus, these assumptions preclude minimaliza-
tion of maximum 0-1 •
.We can continue further the general remarks concern-
ing the choice of parameters V Oel ~ lief!' J S<II( ~ S,. in (48).
Observing that the desired and obtainable form of B(x) vs
(.,)
x (-].f) curve is as shown in Figure 19, we see that the
design parameters must be chosen so as to give four dis-
tinct values Xl' x2' x3' X4 of X in the interval (lIp, p)
for which B· 1. Also, there are three distinct values
Yl' Y2' Y3 of x in this interval for which B is extreme
and these are such that
The computational difficulties involved in this procedure
are perhaps excessive.
However, we can preserve much of the simplicity of
calculation of the preceding section by assuming that
B(x) is a symmetric function of log w , i.e. B(~ ).
B(~). This has the effect of assuring that the net-
work performance does not favor either high or low fre-
quencies. This symmetry, by the way, is a consequence of
Dome's assumptions (40), but the latter imply additional
undesired restrictions of the function B.
In the following, it is shown that
-22-
'L(a) B(x)· B(l/x) requires that So( ·s, and wococ w,,I3=.Jl.
for minimalization of maximum IA\.
It can be shown in a similar manner that:
(b) ~o"''''''p=..IL7- results in Sco<. I: S ~ and B(x)- B(l/x),
(c) s wi.. • S ~ results in l..Joo< l.JofJ = -12 "L and B( x)· B( l/x) ,
for minimalization of maximum lAI •
Hence, anyone of the three assumptions B(x) •
B(l/x), s co( • s ~ or vJ.,(wop. ..... -I2-"1.. may be made with identical
results. The remaining case in Which one has simultaneous-
ly s ~ , sf> ,wor(~orS+../L'L-, and B(x), B(l/x) for every x in
(l/p, p) has not been investigated fully because of the
complexity. However, there is strong evidence that
maximum lA' is minimized only if B(x)- B(l/x).
In order to simplify manipulation, we introduce into
(48) the substitutions used in the previous section:
Then,
(52)
The symmetry condition requires that B(x)- B(l/x). Com-
paring coefficients of like powers of x, one obtains
If g-h, then sQ(=sf and Bt~)·O, which is absurd. Hence,
-23-
2 2g I h. If s 0( -=(h + l)/h and s (3.(g + l)/g, then B(x) •
X(h2.g2)/gh(x2+ 1) and this funotion is not of the form
shown in Figure 19 but has but a single maximum as shown




and thus, in (52),
( ) .s&.\X(?(~+I)
B x· x4+x2(s2_u2_2)+1
We shall need also
(h,> l/h • g, u· h-g '> 0) •
In order for B{x) to have the three distinct extrema
of Figure 19, we must have
Then, '1'2 • 1 is a minimum point and
(59) '1'1,3': ,-I s2~u2_4 + ,-I s2_u2_S
are maximum points. Thus, to satisfy (50), we must have
)~(11,.3) CIlsu/2.ys!-u2-4 - l/B( 12) ,










u· /(P+l) [.yp2+r + Y2P - (P+l»)~P
s· Ap+l)r~ +~ + (P+l)]/P
B(Y2) • ,,'2' M';(p2+1} /(p+l)
i
min max IAI-
Figure 21 shows the relationship between bandwidth
factor p and the minimum maximum deviation from constant
900 phase shift over the interval of modulating fre-
quencies. Figure 18 is replotted in Figure 21 to serve
as a basis for comparison. The improvement is evident.
Dome (Dome 10; page 114) gives the design constants
for an R-C lattice based on (36), (38), (39) above. This
network was built and its phase shift characteristics stUdied.
Also, an identical network to cover the same f~equency band
was built using the improved design procedure. The phase
shift characteristics of both networks are plotted for
comparison in Figure 22.
oIt is seen that a 3.6 maximum error is obtained with
o
the improved design, a 4.9 error with Dome's design for
-25-
i 4.90the s~e operating band. As seen from Figure 21, f a
maximum error were tolerable, with the im.proved design one
could extend the aoceptable operating band from Dome's
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